1. Design Genesis

Since I was a child, I have always been fascinated by the “Adventures of Pinocchio”.
At the primary schools with the class, we visited the Pinocchio Park in Collodi: it
was love at first sight, especially with the baroque garden of “Villa Garzoni”, which
I dreamed many times during my childhood. So I can not deny being emotionally
tied to these places and the fairy tale.
Being an illustrator, I have often portrayed the puppet and his friends in my
illustrations, to the point of creating an imaginary place of its own, called “Belpaese”,
that extends itself out the borders of Collodi and covers the whole of Italy.
This “Belpaese” has been included in a couple of calendars that I made for promotional
purposes in 2014 and 2016, of which you can see some illustrations below.
The opportunity to propose a new Pinocchio, symbol of the Collodi park, was
immediately seized with great enthusiasm.

3. Logo Proposals

4. Logos applications

For the four “illustrated” logos, I liked to use different characters/icons from Pinocchio’s tale.
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For the representation of Pinocchio, as a new symbol of the “Park” and the gadgets,
I would therefore propose just “my” puppet created for the “Belpaese” project.
Simple, with more rounded lines, close to the Pinocchio Disney, but also with
something of an Italian vintage mood.
As for the logos of the four institutions, I would like to propose a different character
or symbol of Pinocchio’s story.
For the “Carlo Collodi National Foundation”, the money tree, as illustrated in the
park’s mosaics square. For the “School of the National Carlo Collodi Foundation”,
the talking Cricket. For the “Garden of Villa Garzoni” the Blue Fairy, or rather the
little girl with blue hair, as in my illustration dedicated to the villa itself, but called
“Residenza Turchina”. For the “Parco degli Amici di Pinocchio”, simply the puppet.
Inside the park, maybe, we could use also the illustrations with Pinocchio’s friends
and some of the most famous symbols of the park (such as the whale and the
“Gendarme”), for merchandising or the identifications items in cafe and shops.

2. The new Design for Pinocchio
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Fonts used: MULTICOLORE (edited with institutional colors)
+ COLORTUBE (monochrome) by Ivan Filippov
It reminds something like wooden pieces matching toghether.
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Institutional Colors

• You can Play with logos. Have fun!
VERTICAL APPLICATIONS

APPLICATION ON COLORED BACKGROUND
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New Pinocchio Character - vector illustration
INLINE APPLICATION - for thin merchandise like pen and pencils - colored or monochrome according to the type size
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